"Words don't teach. Life experience teaches"
Abraham-Hicks, PA 5/17/07

Spring…
The magic REALLY happens every day!
Recognizing the magic for what it is merely takes an open perspective and a willingness
to believe. And there is something about Spring, at least in the northern climes, that
makes it easy to believe. Strange and seemingly impossible things happen in Spring,
like the five inches of snow that fell as April was about to appear
while the early spring blooms just keep on poking through.
The magic lies in other places… like Bob Rush's decision to 'sell
himself on himself' and all the brilliance and beauty he has to
contribute as you'll understand when you read Sensing Me-value –
A Start in Appreciation!!
It's also in the wisdom shared by David Franklin Farkas about the nocebo effect… which
is the opposite of the placebo effect. You really want to make time to read more here:
Are we making ourselves sick?
And when talking about MAGIC you never want to miss the incomparable Tracy Swartz
as she so authentically (and in her always magically humorous style) gives us another
snapshot of being Caught With My Thought Pants Down! When you read anything
written by Tracy you will quickly discover that she has a knack
for catching the magic in virtually all moments of life (Even if she
doesn't catch them as quickly as she would like ☺). Now that's a
perspective worth honing as it's a true indication of THRIVING!
David Little calls it like it is when he says, "As I am more connected to the Universe
within, the thought comes to the surface to start growing into something wonderful and
magical." You'll want to follow David in Creative Connection as he inspires us to
explore what it is that opens us up to seeing and using our own magic… as well as the
magic around us.

It's an additional thrill to hear from a new contributor to The Magic Happens and in our
Spring 2008 Issue you will have the magic and joy of discovering Deliese Eros who is
destined to intrigue and expand many of us in her role as a Sex Coach. Make it a point
to catch her article, We Can Have Our Cake and Eat It Too, for the wonder and magic
of erotic energy!
Naturally there's more… MUCH MORE… magic and joy and THRIVING to be seen and
experienced as you follow the escapades of Wayne, Kat and FRIENDS in this Spring '08
issue of The Magic Happens! And we'd LOVE to have you join us in sharing YOUR life
and loves over at The Magic Happens Community Online!!!
Much love and appreciation…
Deliberately evolving,
Mary K Weinhagen
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EXPECT MIRACLES!
Mary K Weinhagen
magMaryK@themagichappens.com

